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How to Paper Piece
by Jaci Lawson and Mary Furber
Jaci Lawson and Mary Furber have provided this
handy photo tutorial if you need a little help with the
paper piecing required for their Razzle Dazzle
Wreath pattern. Don’t be shy! Give it a try.

— TQPM
The following tutorial shows how to make Section A
and Section B of Block B for the Razzle Dazzle
Wreath pattern.
1. Crease the
foundation at the first
sewing line as shown
between sections A1
and A2. It is helpful to
use a piece of card
stock or template
plastic to do this.

2. On the back of the
foundation, use a glue
stick and place a piece
of fabric to cover
space A1. Note that
the fabric must be at
least 1/4" larger on all
sides than the area to
be covered.

3. Turn the foundation
over and fold back on
the folded line. Using
an Add-A-Quarter™ or
any rotary cutting ruler,
trim the protruding
fabric to a 1/4" seam
allowance.

4. Place the fabric that
will fill position A2
underneath with right
sides together and
edges aligned.

5. Unfold the foundation and sew on the line
between the first two pieces. Note: Shorten your
stitch length to 1.8
or 15 stitches per
inch. This helps to
perforate the
foundation paper
and it helps keep
the seam together
during the
foundation removal
process.
6. Turn to the back
of the foundation.
Open the fabric
you just sewed and
press.

7. Turn back to the
front of your
foundation paper.
Fold on the next
sewing line,
between A2 and A3
in this example.
Trim the fabric
leaving a 1/4"
seam allowance.
8. Test that the
next piece of fabric
is large enough to
cover the next
section (A3) by
placing it under the
foundation as
shown.

9. Turn to the back
of the foundation
and position your
fabric right sides
together.
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